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Editor’s Note
‘… there is art to medicine as well as science,
and that warmth, sympathy, and understanding may
outweigh the surgeon’s knife or the chemist’s drug…’
- Louis Lasagna
I write this as the Easter long weekend
draws to a close – a rare lazy weekend
I have been fortunate to spend in the
relaxed company of family and friends.
Despite being on call, there have been
few interruptions, which (I hope) means
there have been no unmanageable crises
at work. Tonight I am grateful to those
who have been at work, caring for those
in need while the rest of us take a break,
and in particular those in my team who
have spent time visiting patients at home
to help achieve their goals of as much time
at home with family as possible. In this
edition of the newsletter, this theme of the
importance of community based care runs
through both the Hamrahi stories and also
reports in Updates from the Region from
IAPCON 2017.
In Global News, links have been collected
to other sites in the interwebs highlighting
progress in putting Palliative Care at the
forefront of agendas in places as varied as
India and the Vatican; introducing an insight
into the challenges faced in the slums of
Bangladesh; and inviting you to preview
another Moonshine film ‘Life Asked Death’.
The latest Moonshine project: ‘Hippocratic’

focusing on a long term APLI friend and
partner Dr MR Rajagopal also features
in this newsletter with a preview offered
during an APLI fundraiser at the end of
April as well as the opportunity to host a
screening. The APLI fundraiser to be held
at Woodend,Victoria promises an occasion
to buy Indian textiles, food and raffle tickets
for a worthy cause. My apologies for the
late notice for this!
Although somewhat daunted by the task
of filling Odette’s shoes by acting as editor
for this edition of the newsletter, I have
enjoyed the chance to be involved more
closely in the activities and community of
APLI. The challenges and rewards of the
work being done to foster palliative care
in our region remind me of the words of
the modern Hippocratic oath by Louis
Lasagna (a section of which is quoted
above) which has always felt to me to also
be an appropriate creed for those working
in palliative care.
I am sure you all join me in wishing
Odette well in the coming months.

Sophia Lam
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Project Hamrahi
AGM
Project Hamrahi in Ambala, Haryana February 2017
It was a dark and stormy night. It wasn’t really, it was a dark and
foggy morning and we were at the wrong gate of New Delhi
railway station. The gate also happened to be locked although
this proved to be only a minor inconvenience as our porters
scrambled down on to the tracks with our suitcases on their
heads as we scurried along behind them. We were back in India
and on our way to Ambala.
Ambala, is a city in the state of Haryana about three hours by train
to the north of Delhi tucked in beside Punjab to which Haryana
was once joined and with which it shares a capital Chandigarh – a
planned city with a lake; a bit like Canberra with mango trees. We
had visited Ambala the previous year when we spent just 8 hours
there; a stopover en route to Jalandhar and Amritsar, having been
there to visit the Ambala Rotary Cancer and General Hospital.
The story of Ambala Rotary Cancer and General Hospital is an
interesting, possibly remarkable, one. Ambala Rotary Club, instead
of donating a park bench to the city council, with the help of
a local benefactor decided to build a cancer hospital. They have
since gone on and, among other things, established a palliative
care Home Care team with a nurse, a nursing assistant, a driver
and, sometimes, a medical officer serving the needs of the more
disadvantaged members of the community without charge.
Our contact in Ambala is Rotarian Mr Subhash Bhansal, a retired
businessman who is the driving force behind the developing
palliative care service. He does not work alone, however, and is
supported by a group of Rotarians who are both organised and
committed; the absence of a trained health professional does not
appear to have been an impediment although they have been
mentored and supported at a distance by the redoubtable Dr
Savita Butola.

This time we were back for a week to spend time with the
Home Care team and give a series of talks raising awareness of
palliative care in and around Ambala. Our programme was full and
mixed and had been advertised in the local newspaper so that
everywhere we went patients came for consultations. It was a little
odd to have patients and their families sit in on our presentations
and then queue to be seen by the Australian doctor.
• 30/1/2017: Arrived in Ambala. Seminar at Nanyola village.
• 31/1/2017: Visits with Home Care Team. Tutorial with medical
and nursing staff at Rotary Hospital.
• 1/2/2017: Lecture to nursing students at Philadelphia Hospital,
Ambala City. Patient consultations.
• 2/2/2017: Lecture to nursing students Mahabir University.
Patient consultations.
• 3/2/2017:Visits with Home Care Team. Presentation to Ambala
Rotary Club.
• 4/2/2017: Lecture to University students at Sanatan Dharma
Lahore College. Patient consultations.
• 5/2/2017: Visits with Home Care Team. Return to Delhi.
In our two previous visits to India we had struggled with the
language as we endeavoured to talk to patients or teach. The
Rotarians of Ambala fixed that. They provided us with two
“translators”. Delightful young men, non-medical university
students, with excellent English, who accompanied us everywhere
and… translated. It was a bit of a struggle at first but as we got
to know each other we developed a good rapport. They were
also able politely to keep us culturally appropriate. It is difficult to
overstate the helpfulness of these young people.
Our translators were, however, only one facet of the excellent
organisation we enjoyed. Every morning we were collected from
our hotel and taken to where we needed to be, driven around and
taken back to our hotel at the end of the day. Every evening we
were entertained by Rotarians, either in their homes or once in a
restaurant in Chandigarh. The hospitality was warm and generous
and we valued the opportunity to connect with these new friends
who support palliative care in Ambala.

Mr Subhash Bhansal (second from the left) with his family.
His daughter in law, standing next to him, taught us how to make chapatis.
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The home care team while small is certainly hard working.
Attending to wound dressings is a large part of their work and we
were able to work with the team to demonstrate an alternative
non-stick dressing using petroleum jelly (Vaseline) to replace the
Betadine soaked dressings previously used. This is an inexpensive
dressing and petroleum jelly is readily available. Services offered by
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The home care team is on the right. The two young men on the left are our
translators. The grey haired gentleman was our Rotary driver for that day.

the home care team are limited by the lack of training in palliative
care and support from other health professionals, particularly
medical support. Access to medical advice seems to be limited
and inconsistent, at least during the period of our visit.

We have developed a soft spot for Ambala and the people we
met there for their warmth and enthusiasm and look forward to
returning in February or March next year (2018).

Shortly after returning home we prepared a formal report for
the Palliative Care Committee in Ambala which made a number
recommendations based on the Indian Standards for Palliative
Care and which we believe are achievable given the Team’s
current circumstances. At a meeting on 10/3/2017, the Committee
resolved to address the following:

David and Jane MacKintosh

PS. We learned to do this!! In the Mackintosh kitchen

1. Establish a system of clinical documentation which was lacking.
2. The Home Care team does not have access to a medical officer
on a daily basis. The Committee has identified an interested
doctor in the hospital who will be available to the home care
team on a daily basis.
3. A nurse from the home care team and a doctor from the
hospital (the interested doctor) will enrol in the IAPC
Certificate Course in Essentials of Palliative Care. The next
course starts in June 2017.
4. The intention is that the doctor will proceed with whatever
they have to do to be able to prescribe morphine or other
opioids.
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Project Hamrahi

Collaboration, Community
& the Cachar Cancer Centre

In November of last year I had the privilege of returning to Silchar
and visit our friends at the Cachar Cancer Hospital and Research
Centre. The team from the previous year (David Brumley, Joan
Ryan, Niamh O’Connor and I) were joined by the fabulous Liese
Groot-Alberts, a New Zealand based grief therapist and lecturer.
We were warmly welcomed by Dr Iqbal Bahar (Palliative Care
Physician), Dr Ravi Kannan (Hospital Director) and his wife Seetha,
Sarita (Head Nurse) and many familiar faces from our previous
visit. Last year the hospital had suffered severe storm damage and
it had taken some time to recover, therefore they were extremely
grateful for the very generous donation from APLI members.
The focus of this years visit was the development of a community
program or “home hospice”. This provoked many discussions as
there is already a well established community nursing service. We
all attended several home visits involving bone shaking journeys
in the ambulance. A trek across a paddy field was something of a
first for me although the nurses didn’t seem too phased. Once we
arrived at the two roomed home, we were met by beaming faces
and a grateful bedbound lady. While there was some discussion
over the cause of her paralysis, there was no doubt that the large
pressure sore on her hip required ongoing nursing intervention.
Her only respite from the four walls with two tiny windows was
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the monthly trip to the hospital for catheter replacement. This to
me epitomised a community/home hospice service.
Spending more time with nursing staff strengthened our relationship.
They were hungry for information to improve their practice and
patient care. A recurrent issue is the lack of documentation. Whilst
substantial improvements have been made since previous visits,
the opportunity to discuss further improvement presented itself.
The nurses were assessing patients and adapting care individually,
however this was not being documented. Verbal handover and
memory was heavily relied upon. After discussions with Sarita
a tool for oral assessment was trialed. (As many patients receive
treatment for head and neck cancer, mucositis is prevalent). After a
couple of lively teaching sessions where the nurses assessed each
other using the tool, we took them to the bedside. The nurses
found it a great experience and the patients really enjoyed being
part of the learning exercise. The nurses appreciated the benefit
of using a tool to improve patient care and team communication.
Limited internet and printing facilities are ongoing issues that
could impede the sustainability of this change. Laminated copies
of the various assessment tools have been sent and discussions
are underway to continue ongoing education.
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One noticeable difference this visit was fewer public awareness
sessions and outside talks. Although this time I was fortunate
enough to teach 75 nursing students at the nearby medical school
about palliative care. This marked progress for the Cancer Centre
whose previous approaches to the Medical School have been
denied. It was far from plain sailing with a complete technology
failure. Also, the students were very shy and took some coaxing,
but eventually they started to interact. At the end of the session
there were the obligatory selfies, but this time with an autograph!
The Nursing Professor was grateful and talked about arranging
future sessions and clinical placements with the hospital.
Liese’s focus in this visit was on the psycho-social and spiritual
aspects of care in the hospital as well as in the community. She
worked together with Ms Keshav Sharma, a psycho-oncologist
in charge of the Department of Preventive Oncology. Keshav
links with the hospital social workers, whose task- amongst many
others- is to fill in the admission forms and make quality of life
assessments with patients.
Keshav has a huge workload, conducts trainings for staff in
communication skills as well as providing case study teaching with
the focus on reflective practice. She also teaches counselling skills
to the social workers.
And the whole team teaches cancer awareness and tobacco
awareness in the community.
She has been a tremendous asset in the workshops conducted
by Liese, not only translating, but actively adding her knowledge
and insights, making sure that the content of the workshops is

Cont’d from page 4
firmly anchored in local culture and works with what is realistically
possible in the local setting. A great collaboration. There are plans
to collaborate more fully and design further trainings together,
should another visit be possible for Liese.
Corruption is common in India and during this trip we became
innocent bystanders to the Prime Ministers attempts to eradicate
the “black money market”. In his endeavours to rid the country
of undeclared funds and recoup some taxes, Nareendra Modi
introduced the demonetisation of 500 and 1000 rupee notes, the
announcement coming at 7pm and effective from midnight. (This
news didn’t make the front pages anywhere else as it happened
on the night of the US election). We were leaving the next day
and had all exchanged money prior to leaving home and of course
our only denominations were 500 and 1000 notes. Ravi came to
the rescue, very kindly exchanging some rupees each so we could
buy some sustenance at the airport. The ATMs and banks were
closed during the initial days of the crisis, meaning that we could
only pay using credit cards, curtailing our post visit shopping.
As with the previous visit I came away enriched and humbled.
We had learnt much from them and hoped they benefitted from
our insights. The Cachar Cancer Hospital and Research Centre
continues to provide such an invaluable service in an area of great
need, and it is real privilege to be able to share our experience
to help them..

Lisa King

The team on a home visit.
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UPDATES FROM THE REGION

IAPCON 2017

A Wealth of Experience
suffering with unrelieved pain shown in the film ‘Life Before Death’
both aptly illustrate the ability telling and sharing stories has to
educate.
Psychosocial issues were well addressed in this conference. Of
particular interest to me were the presentations delivered in
the segment titled, ‘Hidden Lives Hidden Populations’. Dr Savita
Duomai’s (New Delhi) presentation, ‘Caring for Transgenders
with HIV’ deeply moved the audience. Similarly, Dr Brett Sutton’s
plenary address regarding Palliative Care and Humanitarian Aid
highlighted the enormity of challenges faced bringing international
palliative care guidelines to the humanitarian response.

Karen Anderson and Conference delegates.

Dr T. Balaji, the Organising Secretary for the IAPCON 2017
together with the varied Conference Scientific Committees and
the Local and Supporting Committees arranged and warmly
hosted a stimulating and highly enriching 24th International
Palliative Care Conference in Coimbatore in February. With 1,000
registrants this year the pre-conference and conference days
provided ample opportunities for engaging with others, sharing
ideas and illuminating discussions and making valuable global links.
The IAPCON Coimbatore 2017 Conference aim to ‘Add Value’ to
advancing and promoting awareness, learning, right decisions and
care to the end in regards to the understanding of palliative care
and end of life issues and concerns was most certainly achieved.
The combination of quality, highly relevant research and clinical
practice papers and presentations demonstrated the significant
work and application of resourcefulness many dedicated people
are already doing on all continents across the world in the palliative
care and end-of-life-care field. The move towards continuing
to enhance community based services and practices which
actively engage families was strongly emphasised throughout the
conference. This was highlighted in the words of one presenter,
‘We are good at giving care to a few but we need to innovate
to reach increasing numbers.” Dr Karl Lorenz (USA) spoke of
“stories as being the most powerful tool to make change.” Thus,
quality measures and audits supported with stories validate and
give power to navigate obtaining vital resources. This led me to
thinking how stories of palliative care and end-of-life care are
abundant in all communities, villages and populations around the
world and how it would be advantageous to make greater use of
patients’, families’ and professionals’ stories.The wisdom poignantly
conveyed in the short You Tube clip titled ‘Last Words’ released
by IAPC in 2016 and the stories of people from across cultures
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A standout message expressed by many of the presenters is
to address demands presented by the global ageing population
– those living with escalating levels of frailty and dementia. An
innovative and creative challenge was offered by Mr Shyam
Viswanathan, a technology expert when he asked us the question,
“Do we see a future with a virtual hospice?” He stated this is
more possible now and it is imperative we include technology into
palliative care services – high tech, high touch!
There are numerous and unique tests we as a global community
have thrust upon us in this era. We each need to speak out, tell
our stories, and extend our minds and hands across cultures and
borders to enable a greater awareness about end-of-life care and
inclusion of palliative care principles for the better well-being of
all humanity. Come and join us at the IAPCON New Delhi 2018.

Karen Anderson
ECU Lecturer, Counselling and Psychotherapy
Perth, Western Australia

Tracy Robinson and Karen Anderson with Kerala PC delegates.
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UPDATES FROM THE REGION

IAPCON 2017
Silk Saris, Supportive community and Self-Reflection
Coimbatore in western Tamil Nadu is perhaps one of the cleanest
cities I have visited in India, and the opening of the Conference shed
some light on this phenomenon- the Chief Guest, Ms. Vanitha
Mohan a Civic leader, and Eco-crusader, delivered an inspiring
account and her personal experiences and insights around end
of life. She has devoted most of her adult life to greening and
cleaning the city of Coimbatore. She has achieved this by focusing
on restoring tanks that supply water, installing rainwater harvesting
systems, and planting trees across the city.
Coimbatore is also the textile centre of India and evidenced by
the ‘silks’ on show. As a woman it was difficult not to covet the
beautiful Sari of a delegate as you were absorbed in conversation
at the conference or observing from the audience.. The Faculty
dinner brought out some of the most vibrant shimmering silks.
At the conference itself, unlike those closer to home, where
the exhibition hall would be filled with pharmaceutical displays
and novel coffin displays or the like, the silk merchants sold their
best. It was akin to a ‘feeding frenzy’ at each break with women
delegates including myself eager to bring home a beautiful piece –
a wonderful memory and souvenir.!
The program was of an excellent quality thanks to the Organising
Committee lead by Odette Spruyt, and drew an audience from 17
Countries and every State of India.The science, the art, the research
evidence and methodology and quality improvement approaches
to care were addressed by leaders in their field, including inspiring
Indian and regional speakers and some Internationals including
Keri Thomas, Karl Lorenz, Stephen Connor, Mhoira Lang and our
own Janet Hardy.

from a respiratory physician from Bombay, struggling with the end
of life care of one of her patient’s with MND. In the context of the
law in India, withdrawing life -sustaining treatments remains very
difficult if families feel duty bound to continue treatments.
Reflecting on a recent clinical case of my own, provided an
insight for the physician and the audience as to how this might
be managed.
I subsequently received an email from the physician regarding her
difficult case. “I thoroughly enjoyed your talk and gained immensely
listening to you. I wanted to also inform you that my patient of
MND passed away on a midazolam drip. I greatly appreciate your
help”
Reflecting on such feedback validates our contribution in
supporting improved knowledge and hence cares of such
vulnerable patients and families everywhere.
The fellowship extended throughout the conference, with
copious amounts of delicious food, great music and the warmth
of engagement extended to all ensures that many of us will return
again to this enriching Palliative Care Conference.

Carol Douglas

One of the standout sessions was “ Hidden Lives Hidden Patients’
which provided insights into the plight of those with persistent
chronic mental disorders, the transgender patient, the refugee at
end of life, those who are homeless and those effected by natural
disasters such as in the Nepal earthquake. This was a very ‘rich’
moving session and cause for much self-reflection.
There were insights into palliative care developments occurring
across India with a session that laid out state by state service
delivery coverage, highlighting some of the progress but overall
the glaring inequities of service access across India.
The session regarding palliative care in degenerating neurological
conditions drew a large audience. A neurologist’s perspective was
given by
Dr Suvarna Alladi and Palliative Care perspective by myself, where
I concentrated largely on the difficult problem of sialorrhoea in
motor neurone disease, where there is a dearth of evidence as to
the optimal management.
The psychological dimensions of neurodegenerative diseases, and
practical nursing issues were covered well by Dr Anuja Panicker
and Ms. Shakila Murali respectively. The sessions came alive with
the Q and A session when a particularly probing question came
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UPDATES FROM THE REGION
Precious Gifts
Good News! The Rotary Suburban Club of Trivandrum have
received the donated Peter MacCallum library. On March
7th, the books were handed over from Rotary to Pallium.
http://palliumindia.org/2017/03/precious-gifts/

GLOBAL NEWS - Links to news and resources of interest
Dr. M. R. Rajagopal Receives Healers of India Award.
http://palliumindia.org/2017/03/dr-m-r-rajagopal-receives-healers-of-india-award
Palliative Care finds a place in India’s National Health policy in 2017. Congratulations!
http://palliumindia.org/2017/03/congratulations-everyone-palliative-care-finds-a-place-in-indias-national-health-policy-2017
Uttarprakand Palliative Care Network are seeking support for their petition to the Uttarprakand State Government introduce a Palliative
Care policy. Details here:
https://www.change.org/o/uttarakhand_palliative_care_network
Podcast: ‘Compassionate Korail’ : Delivering palliative care in a slum of Bangladesh.
http://endoflifestudies.academicblogs.co.uk/podcast-compassionate-korail-delivering-palliative-care-in-a-slum-of-bangladesh/
Developing Palliative Care in Asia – ‘Life Asked Death: a short film’ from Moonshine Movies.
http://lifeaskeddeath.com/about/
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) : Palliative Care Always.
https://lagunita.stanford.edu/courses/coursev1:Medicine+PCA3+Spring2017/about
First Palliative Care dedicated library in India.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/thiruvananthapuram/library-dedicated-to-books-on-palliative-care-opened/articleshow/58115897.cms
Representatives from all the major religions and palliative care organisations gathered in Rome on 30 March this year to address the
pressing need for palliative care for older persons. The title of the meeting was: ‘Defining the Essence of Palliative Care for Older People:
Religions Together’, and aimed to draft a charter on palliative care for older persons.
http://www.ehospice.com/Default/tabid/10686/ArticleId/21848/
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PALLIATIVE CARE
FRONT LINE

Hippocratic to launch on World Hospice Day 2017

The biographical feature film about the life and times of Dr MR Rajagopal is scheduled to lunch on World Hospice & Palliative Care
Day on 14 October 2017 in dozens of cities across the globe.
This remarkable film about ethical medicine follows the life story of Dr Raj through “18 Experiments in Gently Shaking the World”.
As APLI supporters you will already be well aware that Dr Raj is a small man with a big dream: a pain-free India.
This beautiful and unforgettable film told in the first person, shares Raj’s mission is to bring ethical practice to modern medicine through
whole person care and universal access to essential, but heavily restricted, pain medicines.
Now, this spiritual leader of ethical medicine shares the story of his life’s work, reflecting on effecting change and relieving unnecessary
human suffering in a country of 1.25 billion people.
The producers of the film, Mike Hill & Sue Collins, are currently calling on APLI supporters to host a screening of the film after its
release using the cinema on demand platform Demand.Film surrounding World Hospice & Palliative Care Day on 14 October 2017.
This doesn’t cost the organiser anything (in fact you would receive 5% of the tickets sales for organising the screening).
Here’s how it works:
https://au.demand.film/
If you would be willing to join this global advocacy initiative or
find out more, please email info@moonshine.agency

Mike Hill
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CONFERENCE NEWS

26 - 29 July 2017
The biennial Australian Palliative Care Conference is the preeminent event in Australia for anyone who is interested in quality
palliative care at the end of life. Don’t miss out on your chance
to attend this unrivalled personal development opportunity.
The conference will be held in Adelaide from 6 – 8 September
2017, with the theme Connection with Community.
The conference will attract decision makers of today, the future
leaders of tomorrow, those who influence policy and the people
involved in the latest research and thinking about palliative care.
You will meet clinicians, researchers, allied health practitioners,
educators, carers and others who have a passion for palliative
care. You’ll also be mixing with providers of palliative care,
volunteers and consumers.

Themed “Greater Than the Sum of Its Parts”, the 12th Asia
Pacific Hospice Conference 2017 brings together experts and
practitioners from the region and around the world to share their
knowledge and experience with the aim of improving hospice and
palliative care within the Asia Pacific region.
Join us at this biennial conference, co-organised by the Singapore
Hospice Council and the Asia Pacific Hospice Palliative Care
Network.

Detailed Programme now online!
Get a detailed review of the conference and have a look at the
preliminary programme overview!
The congress will provide the opportunity for delegates to
discuss advances in the field of palliative care, to debate how
access to palliative care is developing globally, to assess the
integration of palliative care across healthcare systems and
ultimately to affirm, change and develop our multi-professional
practice.
If you want to get more information about the interesting
issues then please go to www.eapc-2017.org
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Sponsors

APLI Fundraising Shopping Event
30th April 2-5pm to be held at Woodend,Victoria
An opportunity to shop for Indian fabrics, enter raffles, sample
and buy tasty food and preview Moonshine’s latest film:
‘Hippocratic’ a biographical film about Dr MR Rajagopal.
Please RSVP by April 26th to Ospruyt@gmail.com

please donate to APLI
APLI is a registered charity.
All donations over $2.00 are tax deductible.
Our account details are:
Australasian Palliative Link International
Commonwealth Bank Australia
BSB 063 806
A/C 1016 0981
Please include your name and email treasurer@apli.net.au if you wish to receive a receipt for your donation.
Please indicate if you wish your donation to go to a specific Project Hamrahi site or APLI activity
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